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Tidal torque on a type-I migrating planet

In a 2D non-magnetized disc, the torque 
exerted on the planet encompasses:

→ drives migration inwards

2. the corotation torque (exchange of 
angular momentum with the planet's 
horseshoe region; powered by 
advection-diffusion of potential vorticity 
and entropy)

→ drives migration inwards or outwards

1. the differential Lindblad torque 
(angular momentum carried away by 
spiral density waves)

Gas density perturbed by a 10 Earth-mass planet

streamlines

e.g., Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley 2011

e.g., Ward 1997

horseshoe region



  

Tidal torque on a type-I migrating planet

The case of a 2D magnetized disc is less 
well-known. Assuming a toroidal B feld, 
the torque on the planet should include:

2a. the corotation torque at weak B field 
(where its properties are unknown)

or

2b. an additional “magnetic” torque at 
strong B field, which accounts for the 
angular momentum carried away by 
slow MHD waves

1. the differential Lindblad torque,

Density in a 2D MHD disc with plasma parameter 
β=2, perturbed by a 5 Earth-mass planet

Terquem 2003, Fromang et al. 2005



  

Questions we (try) to address

- Horseshoe dynamics and corotation torque with 
MHD turbulence?

- Impact of MHD turbulence on the differential 
Lindblad torque?

- Does the presence of a magnetic field and/or 
turbulence lead to an additional torque?

Density in a 3D MHD disc with β=50, 
perturbed by a Saturn-mass planet



  

Model description

→  15-20 cells per H at planet location

→
(planet subject to type I migration)

. 3D ideal MHD global simulations with NIRVANA and RAMSES codes

. No vertical stratification, locally isothermal equation of state

. Toroidal initial B field with net fux β = 50 (NIRVANA) and 400 (RAMSES)

. Planet on a fxed circular orbit

. Mass added to the disc:
→  20 orbits



  

I - Disc model with an inner cavity
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I - Disc model with an inner cavity
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Torque on planet: comparison with similar laminar 
viscous disc models, without magnetic feld

→ suggests the existence, in the long term, of an 
unsaturated corotation torque in MHD turbulent discs

I - Disc model with an inner cavity
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Horseshoe dynamics with MHD turbulence
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Streamlines 
time-averaged 
over ~ 5 orbits at 
planet location



  

Time-averaged torque on planet

= differential Lindblad torque

= differential Lindblad torque 
+ corotation torque



  

Time-averaged torque on planet

horseshoe 
region

= differential Lindblad torque

= differential Lindblad torque 
+ corotation torque



  

Time-averaged torque on planet
(no corotation torque in non-
magnetized 2D disc models)



  

Time-averaged torque on planet
(no corotation torque in non-
magnetized 2D disc models)



  

Conclusions

In weakly magnetized turbulent discs (β ~ 50)

. differential Lindblad torque ~ unchanged

. an unsaturated corotation torque still exists, with an 
additional contribution due to the presence of a toroidal B field

. planet trap mechanism (inner cavity) might still work

. comparison to 2D MHD disc models (corotation torque 
at smaller β ?)

. migrating planet ?

. inclusion of non-ideal MHD effects (dead zone)

Perspectives

see also Uribe et al., accepted



  

Horseshoe region: MHD turbulent vs viscous discs

MHD turbulent Laminar viscous
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